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Quantum 

Memories

The security of widely used 

classical public-key 

cryptographic systems is 

jeopardized by adversaries with 

access to quantum computers. 

Quantum 

Cryptography is 

secure against 

attacks from 

quantum adversaries 

Their existence is 

crucial for both 

Classical and Quantum 

Cryptography

Nobel 

Prize 

2016

Great candidates for quantum 

memories and fault-tolerant 

quantum computation due to 

their robustness against local 

perturbations

Thermal Decoherence

Is topological order preserved at finite temperature?

Challenge

Quantum Walk Public-Key Cryptographic System[1]

Quantum Key Distribution with Quantum Walks[2]

Topological Systems In Equilibrium[3,4,6]

Topological Systems Out of Equilibrium[5]

Quantum Cryptography based on 

Quantum Walks

Topological Phase Transitions at Finite 

Temperature
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SecureCorrect Efficient

Enhanced practical security due to entanglement; can be modified to QKD

One-way protocol of the 

BB84 type

Semi-Quantum Protocol
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Trade-off between 

efficiency and 

security

High error tolerance (28.4%) that can 

be further increased

Alice has quantum equipment; she can 

generate quantum walk states that she 

sends to Bob

Bob has only classical equipment; he can 

either measure in the computational basis 

or reflect the qubits back to Alice

A: Quantum Party

B: Classical Party

The Protocol is 

ROBUST; if an 

adversary extracts 

information about the 

key, they will get 

detected by the 

legitimate parties

The Protocol is 

PRACTICAL, as it 

involves less quantum 

hardware

F(r, ¢r ) =Tr r ¢r r D(r, ¢r ) = F(r, ¢r )-Tr r ¢r

 Application of quantum walks to quantum cryptography for the first time

 New secure public-key and QKD protocols

 Quantum walk protocols have higher practical security and error 

tolerance
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Fidelity and Uhlmann connection analysis of 

topological phase transitions

Study of Edge States

Thermal States of Topological Insulators and Superconductors

Both quantities detect topological phase 

transitions at T=0, while for T>0 there are no 

phase transitions

The edge states are gradually smeared 

out with temperature

There are NO finite-temperature phase transitions and the topological 

features are gradually smeared out 

Dynamical Phase Transitions of Topological Insulators and Superconductors

Dynamical Fidelity Susceptibility

Dynamical Interferometric Susceptibility

ABSENCE of finite-temperature phase transitions 

PRESENCE of finite-temperature phase transitions 

For REALISTIC 

many-body 

systems, the fidelity 

approach is more 

adequate

NO finite-temperature 

Dynamical Phase Transitions 
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Publications:
Publications:

 No finite-temperature topological phase transitions in systems in and out of equilibrium

 Gradual smearing of the topological features when temperature increases

 Dynamical interferometric susceptibility more sensitive than fidelity susceptibility, but 

not adequate for realistic many-body systems
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